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The DomeLit illuminates a four-foot area with the push of a button, creating instant 
visibility wherever you hang, hook, wear, or stick it.

Our DomeLit is a multi-functional LED area light that's as transportable as you need it to 
be. Attached to a loop of adjustable elastic, the DomeLit can be hung wherever there's a 
hook, bar, pole, or tree branch that it can be looped around. Once there, with a simple 
press of a button, it creates instant flood illumination. Perfect for tents, garages, sheds, 
and workrooms, the DomeLit can also be worn around your wrist or strapped to your 
ankle to increase personal visibility when you're working or playing outdoors at night. For 
semi-permanent placement, we've included an adhesive strip of hook-and-loop, which 
you can affix to the surface of your choice. Attach one side to the DomeLit, the other to 
the inside of a dark cupboard or closet, press them together, and voila! Instant overhead 
lighting. Powered by two replaceable, long-lasting Lithium batteries (included), the 
DomeLit has two modes to choose from: steady glow (for reading, working, and 
navigating), and continuous flash (for safety and signaling).

LED Area Light

Portable LED Area Light - package includes DomeLit LED Light and 
1) adhesive hook & loop for attachment.
2) adjustable, removable strap with quick release buckle for hanging or wearing.

Parabolic lens creates a flood beam that illuminates a 4 foot area

Bright Glow & Flash White LED provides flood illumination in two modes: 
Glow & Flash
- Run Time Glow Mode: 20 hours
- Run Time Flash Mode: 25 hours

Easily replaceable 2 x 2016 3V lithium battery included

Weather resistant

Simple push-button on/off operation

Retail Packaging Dimensions:
6.5”H x 4.5“W x 0.8”D
165mm H x 114.3mm W x 20.3mm D


